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The Distraction of
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Partition"

HERE THERE HAVE LONG been minds that have sought, in drawing
imaginary "partition" frontiers on the maps of South Africa, distraction from the real problem of demolishing racial ones in our national
consciousness. Abroad, until recently partition had been ignored in
the belief that some better proposition might still turn up. "It has not
done so," says the English liberal Guardian, "The principles which
govern it deserve to be discussed."
Study wHI soon reveal that our problems can only be worsened by
attempts at an impossible equal partition of South Africa into a black
and a white state. UnwilTIng bisection into two perforce dissatisfied
halves, each with a large minority of its neighbour's citizens at its
mercy, could be fatal for South Africa's peoples. It could also bring
the 20th century its first global race-war.

which nimbler minds are making, is for a
large multiracial state and a small white one. A century and a quarter
after Blood River, is "equality in church and state" to be avoided by
a Great Trek back to the old colony, now safe internally from the
power of Dr. Philip and Lord Glenelg? Alas for the people who would
draw this shorter line on the map, the white South African "Israer'
in a greater Western Cape would still contain a fifth column of a
million unequal nonwhites.
May the partition phase end soon lest it give Dr. Verwoerd a
breathing space while it is argued out at home and abroad. Historical
processes, or the Almighty, have integrated South Africa economically. Social and political integration-or what the emigrant Boers of
the Great Trek called "equality in church and state~'-=-must come
next. The task of accelerating their coming. must not suffer by the
distraction of "partition". Every month's delay makes the peaceful
accomplishment of that task more difficult.
THE ALTERNATIVE CASE,
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SOUTH AFRICA'S FREE PRESS consists of three classes of newspapers:
those that support apartheid those that do not support apartheid
measures but accept the status quo, and those that work for radical
change in South Africa. The third group is fighting for its life.
Lacking many forms of protection against the destroying hand of the
Verwoerd regime, our freedom newspapers have dwindled to a tiny
few. Now Contact (see page 183) is threatened with closure, unless
immediate help comes from those individuals who value its continuance as a campaigner for "united nonracial action" in South
Africa, as appears on its masthead. On page 183, Mr. "Sally" Sachs
describes how the Defence and Aid fund has been built up on small
donations from individuals in support of those who "stand up for
human dignity in South Africa". We plead for support on the same
grounds for Contact.
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appears to be less a
doctrinaire state nationalism in the European se\1se than
a desire to carry in a developing industrial soctety the
values of communal assistance inherent in the old form
of society.
If once the fam~y and tribal group had taken care of
those who were not able to fend for themselves, whv
should not the State do .so now in the larger and much
nlore complex society? Previously education had been a
function of the family, with the tribe assisting at certain(.
clearly-defined points: now the State is providing for much
more technical educational needs. Why cannot the same
apply in other fields?
It must be adnlitted that the industrial society has
brought neither content in living, nor protection to those
least able to fend for themselves. Yet it is impossible to
go back-population densities demand a highly-fragmented specialised society, while the human desires that
have been awakened by a technological society, and are
kept fanned by clever advertising and by comparisons
with neighbours.. cannot be stilled. For better or worse,
this is the world we must live in and must learn to tame
to our needs.
Is th·~ answer to the individual suffering existing in this
modern world to be met through a concept of communal
organisation, and if so, how is it to be translated into
practice? It seems to be along these lines of thought that
"African socialism" is challenging existing modem socio-.
logical thought. If indeed the concept is capable of a
practical realisation in a way that does not damage aspects
of value in society, then it will have contributed materially
to solving the worst problems that beset our modern
world. African society has always had a particularly
strong tradition of mutual and communal help, partly, no
doubt, because it was at ihe very root and foundation of
that society, yet also strong and vital enough to withstand
the fragmentation and individualism of industrialism. How
many times does it not happen in township life that a
family whose breadwinner is ill or out of work is fed by
the neighbours, themselves living at a standard of chronic
malnutrition? The amazing generosity and degree of
mutual assistance is a feature of African life that is
perennially surprising to people of other communities,
and should be an object lesson to them. If it can be
translated into a definable system of social organisation,
then it will indeed add appreciably to the t J. ~.:. ~·tJlan
ability.

THE CONCEPT OF 'IAFRICAN SOCIALISM"

Socialist Survey
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The Reconciliation
Needed
Can high standards of living in an
industrial society only be reached at the expense
of community-mindedness?
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before the impact and the disruption of
the slave trade in Africa, and before the enforced realignment imposed by a money economy, was relatively
stable and complete. Within the family group, there was
provision for the aged, the widows, the chronically ill
and schooling of the children. Within the wider tribal
group there was provision for mutual protection, for
simple administration and justice and for the expression
of the Community will. If all these things were on a
simple, straightforward basis, it was because a subsistence
economy did not require elaborate or sophisticated
systems. It ,vas a placid, fairly easy life, with security and
completion. It led to contentment more readily than can
our modern, highly-geared way of living.
If the kind of life led under these conditions did not
lead to change and development, except at a very slow
pace, it was partly because there was not present a
pressure in living which forced change in order to meet
new and growing challenges. It was only when the pressure of increasing populations began to demand new
methods of growing food, that the system had to change,
and in most parts of Africa this came more or less at the
same time as colonisation and the impact of a money
economy, together with medical advances which further
increased the population-density and made change
inevitable.
The contact with a machine age has also brought with
it a desire for the comforts and pleasures of modern .
living and of a sophisticated industrial world. This in turn
has been disruptive of the type of life that was the basis
of African society and of the values that were part of it.
A subsistence economy could provide sufficient food, but
little comfort in living; the industrial society of Europe
means an opening to all the comfort and excitement of a
technological world, but it also means malnutrition and
dire poverty for the less successful.

AFRICAN SOCIETY,

H. eRA I G H E A D is national deputy-chairman
of the Liberal Party of South Africa.
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that have been attained in
the wealthier countries stem from an optimum utilisation
of all available resources, both material and human. In
particular, they depend on all workers in the community
being fully trained for their work to the maximum of their
individual abilities, being experienced and wise in the
problems of their crafts, and working to the full extent of
their abilities at all times. Most of all, they require that
every worker works willingly and gives of his best-both
in regard to skills and in regard to the effort expended.
The average, ordinary person tends to be lazy. He can
work at high pressure for sustained periods if there is an
incentive, but without that incentive there is always the
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tendency to take things easy. It is a well-known fact that
if workers who are ill are paid an income during illness
equal to their normal wages (and justice would seem to
indicate that they should be) the illness lasts unnecessarily
long. That is human nature, and very few people are not
subject to the temptation to take things easy. Those who
are not, are usually activated by some special drive that is
quite out of the ordinary run.
There have been times in history when a people, activated by intensely strong motives of a religious or humanitarian nature, have been prepared to make quite extra;ordinary efforts. We have seen it recently in the establishment and development of the Kibbutzes in Israel, and
there is evidence that the same type of drive is behind
some of the special efforts at community-development
that are occurring sporadically in the new States of
Africa, but it is normally transitory, called into existence
by a special challenge and fading away when that particular challenge has been met. It is rarely sustained for more
than a few years.
Yet the high standards of living that can be attained in
the modern world, by a whole people and not just by a
privileged few, depend on workers working to their maximum ability at all times. They demand the maximum
effort that is consistent with pleasure and satisfaction in
work. They require a high standard of ability and effort
attained and sustained as a fruit of long experience and
training. They are entirely inconsistent with a leisurely
and easy life.
Unfortunately, very nearly all experience shows that
these high standards can be obtained only in the competitive conditions of the modern world. They stem from the
rewards and enticement that are offered to the successful,
or in the last resort, from the fear of the consequences of
failure.
There are, of course, exceptions to this rule. In particular, University staff are used to working to the limit of
their abilities without any special incentives, and cannot
understand why the rest of society cannot be organised
successfully on the same basis. But then they have interesting and intell~tually stimulating work; work that is its
own reward. Workers in a factory, doing very routine
repetitive \\'ork, cannot be expected to find the same
satisfaction in it, and, unless there is some effective spur,
will soon start to take things easy. This is the unfortunate
choice-there is a high standard of living available, or
there is an easy untroubled life-we cannot have both.
THE TERRIBLE HARDSHIPS AND SUFFERING that have been
,the result of the industrial system have arisen from the
arsh, bitter and ruthless competition in it, which forces
the shirker and the less able to the wall. Modern governments, that have become more orientated to the interests
of the workers as a result ef a fully democratic one-manone-vote system, have eased the resultant hardships by
I introducing social security benefits which include unem'ployment insurance, sick benefits, free-medical services and
old-age pensions. Yet the basic insecurity of the industrial
system remains, and it is this insecurity that is the particular burden of the poor and the hall-mark of the system.
'African socialism' seeks to avoid this insecurity and
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harsh competition by substituting the protection of the
State as a super-community. It wishes to retain, both in
the legal social system and in the social conscience of the
people', the idea of community solidarity and mutual
assistance. The problem is how to do this without at the
same time destroying those incentives that are essential to
a high standard of living.
In fact, it is already very doubtful whether the community concept can withstand the dissolving effects of the
modern industrial system. Psychologists who have studied
the practical effects of living in an urban area and working
in a factory report that after some years the mental outlook has altered considerably from that of the close tribal
system, and begins to approximate more and more closely
to the outlook of the factory worker in Europe. The concept of mutual assistance be.gins to lessen and eventually
disappear under the harsh realities of factory life.
Nor have the Communist countries been any more
successful in handling the same problem. They also have
found that incentive differentials are essential if maximum
production is to be maintained. Temporarily, the problem
can be avoided by a massive appeal to the will of the
people in an all-out endeavour to build a new nation, but
it cannot be sustained as a permanent basis for workincentives. It is a harsh commentary on human nature
that the only permanently successful work motivation is
the reward it brings.
The industrial system has the fault of being too ruthless
and individualistic-too cold and unfeeling. African
society is so strongly community-minded as to lose much
of the incentive towards better work. Is there any way of
reconciling the two?
•
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THE U.N.I.P. VIEW

School Integration
NOW
w.

P. NYIRENDA

AS FROM JANUARY 1964 when Northern Rhodesia attains
internal self-government and when the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland will have finally been wound
up, all schools in Northern Rhodesia will be integrated.
This was stated in the Northern Rhodesia Legislative
Council by Mr. Harry Nkumbula, leader of the African
National Congress and Minister of African Education. In
his statement in the Legislature Mr. Nkumbula pointed
out, "When this government becomes responsible for all
education (at the moment African Education is territorial
and European· Education federal), its aim will be to provide, as soon as its resources permit, _free and compulsory
education for at least eight years for all children, irrespective of race, colour or creed, with high standards of
accommodation, equipment and, most impo(tant of all,
staffing provided at every school. To achieve this object
will take many years but it must always remain our target." These were the words which flowed out of the mouth
of the African National Congress Minister of African
Education. In all fairness it must be pointed out that we
in the United National Independence Party are at one
with the African National Congress in our education
policy only in so far as the philosophy of integration is
concerned. When it comes to timing we differ diametrically. Congress believes in the philosophy of gradualism
which in our way of thinking is an overt attempt to try
and evade the whole issue. We in UNIP believe in integration now.
The Minister's statement was received with mixed
feelings by members of both the major races of Northern
Rhodesia. To most Europeans the statement was mischievous and calculated to drive Europeans out of Northern
Rhodesia. "I cannot imagine," a sincere European friend
said to me, "Diy daughter sitting on the same bench with

w.

P. NYIRENDA, M.L.e. UN/Ps deputydirector of publicity, is also one of thg Party's
education experts.
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an African girl. I cannot see how a master and servant
can share the same educational facilities. The education
of a master must be so designed as to prepare him or her
for leadership."
"It is only logical," he went on, "that we give the
servant that type of education which will enable him to
play his role as a subordinate." To all Africans, almost
without exception, the move was one in the right direction.
The inevitable, nay, the millennium had come. As God's
creatures, it was only right that they should share the same
educational facilities and privileges with Europeans. In an
African-dominated Government the African is going to
accept nothing second-rate. If one of the· aims of education is to train man of whatever race, colour or creed to
take his full part in shaping the destiny of his country,
then one sees no sense in having in one country different
systems of education for different races. The big question
that immediately rears its head is: Why have integration?
Is it not true that Africans and Europeans come from
two entirely different backgrounds? If so should they not,
therefore, prepare themselves for their different communities? We in UNIP believe all talk about differences of
background mores, traditions etc. is illusory. The differences in upbringing and what-have-you that one hears
s·o much about are man-made. Man is part of society that
makes and defines these differences and as such he cannot;
objectively and with any degree of accuracy, justify his
standpoint.
PERHAPS THIS IS BEGGING the question! "But why have
integration?", one may ask. There are two main answers.
We of the United National Independence Party believe
that to maintain academic· segregation would be to foster
inequalities of opportunity for the races, race prejudice
and indeed, race hatred. Since our aim in Northern
Rhodesia is to establish a colour-blind society, anything
that militates against the achiev·ement of such an ideal
must be anathema to us. We have already in the Legislative Council passed bills that have done away with racial
segregation in social, economic and political spheres. It is
an offence, punishable by law, in Northern Rhodesia for
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a man to discriminate against his fellow human beIng
purely on the grounds of race or colour. There is, however, a second answer: We must have integration for
economic reasons. The present situation where one highly
paid specialist teaches a certain subject to two or three
white students, while three miles away another highly
paid specialist teaches exactly the same subject for exactly
the same examination-to two or three African students,
is ludicrous and would be laughable were it not so lamentable~ To obviate this we must have integration. But will
integration in practice work? What will the medium of
instruction be in primary schools or do we recommend
integration only at the Secondary School level?
The answer to the first question is an emphatic 'Yes'.
Integration in schools has worked marvellously in countries which have a plural society like ours. In Ghana,
Tanganyika and Nigeria-to cite only a few examples~
the scheme has met unqualified success. Unless the
scheme is sabotaged by malcontents within our society I
see nothing that can stand between it and success. The
often-asked question is: Assuming that the scheme receives the co-operation of all concerned what is the medium of instruction goinS! to be? This question although
relevant is more academic than real.
experiments have shown
that if you let children mix freely while young, they
master each other's language easily and quickly. For
quite a long time to come, English must remain tho
accepted medium of instruction for it is the only language
of the languages spoken in Central Africa that can both
contain and accommodate technical terms. It may sound
absurd to ask the African and Asian child to attend
school where English is the medium of instruction. Provided integration is introduced at the nursery school stage,
the language problem ceases to be a real problem. The
United National Independence Party as soon as it comes
to power in January 1964, plans to integrate all nursery
schools. By the time formal instruction commences,
African children should be in a position to benefit bv
instruction given in English.
•
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Nigeria's
Mythical Independence
The legacy of
indirect rule

SUZANNE

CRONJE

"Does socialism exist in Nigeria?" the
answer would be, "It probably does-as much as any
ideology". Nigeria has no political or social principle at
all; it lacks any unifying doctrine or national orientation.
This is a situation for which the Nigerians themselves
are little to blame; it is the result of the colonial policy
of Indirect Rule, and of a constitution inspired by Britain
to favour vested interests regardless of. independence.

TO THE QUESTION

three federated Regions, which are based
on three ethnic groups, has given rise to a major political
party. Tpe largest of the Regions is the North, which
constitutes two thirds of the Federation's area and half
its total population. The dominant ethnic element is of
Hausa-Fulani origin, and the Region is divided into a
number of very powerful feudal emirates, with a strong
tradition of Islam. Their political party is the N.P.C.
(Northern Peoples' Congress) which forms the regional
government-in the Northern House of Assembly it has
almost no opposition-and is the senior partner in the
federal coalition. The Federal Prime Minister, Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, is the party's Vice-President. NonHausa and non-Moslem minority groups make up almost
half of the Region's inhabitants.
The dominant element in the East consists of Ibo and
related peoples who do not have a tradition of powerful
chiefs. Their political party is the N.C.N.C. (National
Council for Nigerian Citizens) which commands a large
majority in the Eastern House of Assembly; in the federal
goverpment it is the junior partner in coalition with the
N.P.C. 'Dr. Azikiwe is the founder of the N.C.N.C. but
resigned from its leadership when he was appointed
Governor-General of the Federation. On the first of
October 1963, when the Federation changed from DomiEACH OF NIGERIA'S

S U Z ANN E C R 0 N J E, the South African-born wife
of a former aRricultural officer in Northern Nigeria,
edited a monthly magazine while in Nigeria and now
lives in London.
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nion to Republic, he became NigerIa's first President. The
new federal status will be purely formal, with no noticeable political implications beyond the obvious consequence
of diverting for a time the growing awareness of the lack
of national purpose. The measure does not appear to
contain any provision to bring about progress or reform.
In the West, the Yoruba are the major ethnic group.
Their traditionally powerful chiefs, the Obas, have lost
some influence in recent years. Their party, the A.G.
(Action Group) governs the Region with a large' majority,
and forms a considerable opposition to the coalition
government in the Federal House. The A.G.'s Leader of
the Opposition was tried for treason and sentenced to ten
years' imprisonment last month. The A.G. also forms
some opposition to the N.C.N.C. in the Eastern House;
and the N.C.N.C. opposes the A.G. in the Western House
of Assembly.
As has been pointed out, the N.P.C. in the Northern
Region government has practically no opposition, but
there are some remnants of what was once a very lively
party, the N.E.P.lT. (Northern Elements' Progressive
Union) now reduced to a very small and mute group.
Their leader is Malam Aminu Kano who was known as
a promising young socialist politician some years ago-a
rarity in Nigeria, especially in the North. However, for
purposes of federal politics, the N.C.N.C. took N.E.P.U.
as an associate under its wing, and as a. result of this
affiliation, Malam Aminu Kano now finds himself sharing
the federal government benches with the N.P.C.-he is
government whip-whilst he still leads the opposition in
the Northern Region. This equivocal role has affected
Malam Aminu personally, a regrettable fact which will
be presently discussed; but a more tragic result is the
almost complete break-up of his party. N.E.P.U.
represented the Northern peasants and the rest of the
despised mass of commoners who neither belong to the
aristocracy nor to the privileged class of Moslem councillors, judges, administrators and scholars. With the
disintegration of N.E.P.U. died Nigeria's only hope for
immediate political progress.
A few weeks ago, a fourth Region, carved out of the
non-Yoruba part of the West, came into existence. It will
be known as the Mid-West, and its population staunchly
supports the N.C.N.C. This measure also will serve no
practical purpose except increasing the already excessive
burden of Nigerian administrative and legislative costs~
but it may pacify a few tribalists. As there is some dO'ubt
whether it will affect the political balance, it can 'be
ignored for the present.
it must be explained that
it was meant to be. The maintenance of ethnic boundaries
was one of Britain's .deliberate Nigerian colonial policies,
and it could be implemented only by means of Indirect
Rule. This meant that administration was carried out
through traditional chiefs-the 'Native Authorities' who
functioned under British control. It saved Britain a great
deal of inconvenience and proved to be just as effectivein certain areas·-as direct colonial government. West
Africa, never intended for white settlement, was treated as
a source of wealth; Indirect Rule provided the facilities

IF ALL THIS SEEMS CONFUSING,
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for exploitation, controlled the population and prevented
hostile interference with a minimum of trouble. The
method was tried elsewhere, but in no case did it meet
with such complete success as in Northern Nigeria.
The conditions were ideal: Fulani leaders had imposed
their theocratic rule over a large nexus of Hausa states,
the present emirates, and as they were gifted organisers,
their power was absolute. They were unique in having
established the only African system of land taxation on
record; the revenue of other chiefs consisted of tribute,
whereas the Fulani introduced direct taxation in accord.;.
ance with the Koran. The subjected people were· stripped
of all their surplus and kept under subjugation by the
laws of Islam until they became imbued with respect for
the Divine Right of Emirs.
When the British took over, they confirmed with some
'modifications the position of those chiefs who accepted
their authority, and thereby they perpetuated the most
reactionary of feudal systems. The missionaries were forbidden access in response to the wishes of Emirs, and
consequently the population was not exposed to any
dangerous ideas which might have resulted from Western
education.
It has been said that the British administrators felt
genuine affection for these Hausa-Fulani rulers, in whom
they saw much that reminded them of their own aristocracy. However that may be, Indirect Rule was also
successful among the Yoruba of the West, though not
among the eastern Ibo who had no tradition of powerful
chiefs. But both of the southern Regions had the use of
mission schools, and therefore they possessed people with'
the necessary skills to become clerks and minor officials.
These were employed by the government and commercial
concerns throughout Nigeria, including the North, which
had spurned the opportunity to train its own personnel~
The presence of southern officialdom created a lot of
friction-to this day the Northern government prefers to
employ expensive, expatriates rather than qualified
Nigerians from other Regions.
who had been unsuitable, material for Indirect
Rule, showed early signs of nationalism and founded the
N.C.N.C.'t whilst the Yoruba, who felt threatened by what
they regarded as a manifestation of inimical Ibo solidarity,
responded with the formation of the A.G. In the end, the
North had to follow suit against the wishes of the emirs,
whose position was secured by colonial rule and who had
identified themselves with the British regime. The party
which was finally permitted to emerge-the N.P.C.-was
committed. to uphold feudal authority and tradition, and
thus the emirs' powers as well as British interests were
I
entrenched.
By promoting tribal authority, Indirect Rule engendered
ethnic suspicions and prevented Nigerian unity. When
African independence became inevitable, the Colonial
Office began to plan a constitutio.n which would assure
Britain continued control and influence even after its
legal departure. As the North could be counted upon to
remain loyal, its size had to guarantee it 'a decisive proportion of representation in the federal government.
Suitable successors were chosen from the political elite,
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which found itself in a position in which it was unable to
dtsassociate itself from vested interests; and the new regime
was carefully established as the legitimate regime before
independence. But this 'foster elite'-presumably oblivious
of the role it was intended to play-had to be provided
with means of maintaining conditions favourable to
Britain and her Nigerian associates, and established patterns which had been found responsive to the demands
of profit had to be secured. Naturally, the new constitution
had to be framed so as to turn changes of government
into measures of evading real social progress and reform.
Those who l1£tually remain in cont'rol of the armed forces,
the police, and the economy, are the real rulers, and
Nigerian independence is a myth.
such suspicions unworthy, let him
compare the size of the Northern Region in proportion
to the major ethnic group it contains with the size of the
other Regions; let him consider the statement made by
the Federal Minister of Commerce and Industry to the
House that "the economy of our country, strictly speaking~
is not in our hands. Over 70% of our overseas trade is
controlled by forces over which we have no control"; or
the fact that 18 months after Independence the Police was
still led by five expatriate Commissioners, whilst there
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were no Nigerians of equal rank. The Army was controlled
to a even less~r extent by Nigeria. The Marketing Boards,
which handle about 85% of Nigeria's exports, and which
have powers to decide who may produce and who may
not, and what the producers' profit will be, are still under
foreign direction. At the same time, small farmers pay
about 15 % of their proceeds from sales of produce to the
government, which is an excessive rate and prevents them
from accumulating surplus for investment.
What conclusion can one draw if one considers these
facts in the light of a V.N. report on "International
Economic Assistance to the Less-Developed Countries"
(1961)? This reveals that between 1933-5 and 1957-9 the
loss through the worsening in terms of trade for underdeveloped countries was nearly twice the total amount of
public aid funds these countries received.
Economic pl~nning is done without much care for any
Nigerian interest. One can only speculate about the
procedures, assumptions, and calculations used in designing the six-year development plan. l Thus~ in the West
1

William L. Hooper's paper 'Comments on Nigeria's 1962-1968
Development Plan' from the collection of M.LT. conference
papers published under the title Managing Economic Development in Afrr.ca, edited by Warren H. Hausman. The M.LT.
Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1963.

IT IS OFTEN ALLEGED that Africans'
resistance to the B.A.D.'s rehabilitation
schemes stems from blind reasoning
and a desire to revert to the old tribal
structures. Africans have marched with
modern historical trends. They have
evolved their communal culture out of
the stagnancy of the dark and slow
years of their ancestors' time, merging
it into modern fluid systems.
In the early 'fifties, farmers on the
communal farms of Terbrugge and
Brilliant near Pietersburg, Transvaal,
realised the need to reduce their fields
to reasonable sizes in the interest of
the commonage for grazing. Later,
they saw the need to fence in the fields.
This served to reduce herding hours.
'Cattle are grazed in the fenced fields
during the hot, dry months before it
rains.
During the years that followed the
Second World War, when later arrivals
settled here, nature conservation became a concern with the people. In
almost all farms around here a law
sprang up forbidding inordinate cutting of trees, digging of earth for building purposes, and hunting. The law
still holds.
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the intrigues of man
that, despite heavy fines, men have
always found excuses for breaking the
law. Moreover, this happened to coincide with loud proclamations of
whites, who posed as sole forerunners
of the idea of conservation. The
schemes tallied with the plans of a
political marauder and so were looked
at askance.-It is redundant to point
out the Machiavellianism and chicanery that settled the colonialists here, and
that established the. African's -distrust
of them.
Everywhere, windmills and hand
pumps have replaced wells.
These are attempts at rising, which
is as far as village funds can carry the
people.
This means then that farmers here
are not just idle and averse to improved farming methods. With or without knowing it, they are crying for
consultation in the affairs of their
lands. They voice the desire to be free
to take the initiative in rehabilitation
plans. And, with proper guidance and
co-operation from the State, they can
do it.
Pietersburg, Transvaal
J.M.
BUT SUCH ARE
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£6.5 million was provided for urban water supplies in
several cities, but the first project in Ibadan will itself
require expenditure greater than this figure. An equal
amount allocated for roads and bridges is less than one
third of the sum required to complete projects already
under way. Furthermore, of the £675 million which the
Nigerian government expects to obtain for its plan from
public funds, about half is expected to come from abroad.
The Economist (7 July 1962) comments, "this dependence
on foreign aid ... is a reminder of how much the country
depends upon decisions taken elsewhere."
is under the thumb of the reactionary
entrenched Northern aristocracy who strongly influence
politicians. "What does one expect of a minister who
throws himself into the dust when encountering the emir?"
somebody once remarked. The political atmosphere is
stifling, and if a national ideology were born, it would
have little chance of surviving.
Ghana. because it experienced little Indirect Rule, had
the opportunity to form a mass party. Abrahams, the
Ghanaian philosopher, writes, "The ideals of a mass party
which grows up in conditions of public and private
poverty, disease, ignorance and hunger, cannot avoid
being socialistic". All Nigeria has to do is to wait for
poverty, disease, ignorance, and hunger which a continuation of the present system is sure to increase. These things
will provide the necessary motive for the social revolution
which is overdue, unless the ethnic isolation of Indirect
Rule will continue to preclude action on a nation-wide
scale. In that case, the Federation will disintegrate, which
would be against the interest of the entire continent, which
requires African union, not secession.
But it would be foolish to declare that socialism does
not exist in Nigeria. It can be found even among politicians. When Awolo\vo was still leading the Opposition,
he told the Federal House, "An untrammelled capitalist
system, of necessity, places a newly developed and underdeveloped nation, such as ours, in a state of defenceless
economic servitude and unduly prolongs the regime of
poverty, ignorance, and disease among the bulk of the
people."
TODAY, NIGERIA

to Malam Aminu Kano, who so uncomfortably sits between two benches. He is a Fulani from
Kano, though not a member of the aristocracy. He belongs
to an important family of scholars. He is learned both
in a Western sense and in the traditions of Islam, and I
believe he understands Arabic and can read the original
version of the Koran. He told me once that he was impressed by Egyptian socialism, and he believes socialt~m
can be· based on some passages in the Koran which deal
with usury, distribution of wealth, and alm~. I do not
think that he prefers this to some of the other literature
available on the subject, but it certainly would be useful
for propagating a sense of social responsibility where it is
most needed.
However, since Malam Aminu came to sit on the
Federal government side he has been to Mecca, which is
an absolute status symbol in the North. He is Alhaji
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Aminu Kano now. When last I visited him in Kano, his
house was just being wired for a loudspeaker system. I
asked what sort of political meeting was going to be held,
but he said "No. It's being put up so that my followers
can hear me pray". (The season was Ramadan, a time of
prayer and fasting). I gasped. Surely he had never been
an extrovert or a hypocrite? These days he is more
worried about federal politics than about his N.E.P.U.,
which has gone to ruin. But not so long ago h~ suffered
great hardship on behalf of that party for the common
man. Has he changed? I don't know. He may be under
pressure; many Nigerians are.
Socialism has made little headway in Nigeria, which is
surprising, because it is such an integral part of African
tradition. Mr. Nyerere says of traditional society, "Nobody starved, either of food or human dignity, because he
lacked personal wealth; he could depend on the wealth~
he could depend on the wealth possessed by the commu:"
nity of which he was a member. That was Socialism.7 '
His concept is baStd on the communal ownership of land.
which is a universal African tradition. Perhaps the people
of the North had got too far away from the African
system under the theocracy of Islam which they had
accepted when Britain took over. But those who 'loye
Nigeria are angry at what has happened and what is still
going on. We know there are Nigerian idealists; why don't
they publicly object to their country's wealth being squan
dered, its people misdirected, its interests subverted?
I SHOULD add that on a personal scale
independence has not been pointless. There has been
much more contact between the Regions; in particular .,
has provided the necessary motivation for Moslems of the
upper class, always loth to visit the "savage" south,
gain first-hand experience of other Nigerians. For instance.
one elderly Councillor, an ultra-conservative gentleman~
who before independence had often expressed all sorts of
libellous opinions about the Iba-he once declared that
he would "never sit next to one of them"-was elected
to the House of Representatives in Lagos. When we met
about a year later and I asked him how he liked his Iba
fellow-members, he looked surprised. I reminded him Of
what he had previously said, and he laughed. "Allah!" he.
exclaimed. "They are almost human!" Then he added
more seriously, "I don't only sit with them, I also eat
with them." This is high praise from a Moslem, and ·1
think its significance is rather greater than, might be
realised.
Another Fulani, this time the brother of an Emir, is
studying political science at an English Universitybecause a Yoruba advised him to do it. Before he left
Nigeria, he visited me one day and met a Tiv-a race
which the Fulani used to consider inferior. They talked
for a little, then the Fulani nodded his head. "Yes", he
said in English, "I always thought it was all nonsense." I
don't know what he was referring to, as I had been
unable to follow the rest of the conversation, but it does
not matter. All that matters is that they agreed that something was nonsense. Many alliances have started like ·d1is.
Perhaps Nigeria is waking up, in spite of all outward
appearances.
e
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"At lilac evening I walked \¥ith every muscle aching among
the lights of 27th and Welton in the Denver colored section,
wishing I were a negro, feeling that the best the white world
had offered was not enough ecstasy for me, not enough life,
joy, kicks, darkness, music, not enough night ... There was
excitement and the air was filled with the vibration of really
joyous life that knows nothing of disappointment and \vhite
sorrows' and all that."
SEEKING TO ESCAPE from an intolerable sense of deadness,
of alienation, many contemporary writers, especially in
the United States, are exploring life in ternlS of the
"negritude" expressed in the above passage from Jack
Kerouac's On the Road. The negro is in some way-it is
the purpose of this article to suggest in what \vay-felt to
be free from. the crushing pressures to conformity which
have, perhaps, been most explicitly described by Norman
Mailer in his now famous essay on "The White Negro".
Summarising "negro"-and "white negro"-attitudes
under the umbrella term "Hip", Mailer writes:

"One is Hip or one is Square (the alternative which each
new generation coming into American life is beginning to
feel.) One is a rebel or one conforms, one life is a frontiersman in the wild west of American nightlife or else a Square
cell trapped in the totalitarian tissues of American societydoomed willy-nilly to conform if one is to succeed."

It is felt by many American "Beat" writers that the
negro inhabits a special world of en10tional freedom-a
world which they themselves seek desperately to enter
through "kicks" in the way described by Alan G'insberg
in his poem, "Howl".
"I saw the best minds of my generation, destroyed by
madness, starving, hysterical, naked, dragging themselves
through the negro streets at dawn, looking for an angry fix."

Jazz, of course, is a form in which~ to many other
writers as well as the "Beats", this '-negro" spontaneity
nd un-alienation is expressed with particularly immediate
tensity. It is interesting that two such different writers
a Sartre and John Osborne should (in La l\7ausee and
e Entertainer) present their alienated heroes as feeling
a momentary, overwhelming cathartic relief on listening,
ill each instance, to a negro jazz singer.
This is how Nadine Gordimer, in A World of Strangers
describes a party in Sophiatown:
THE
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Not Enough Night"

Negritude's evasive ethos

"I had seen jazz crazy youths and girls at home in
England, in a frenzy of dance-hall jive. But the jazz in this
this room was not a frenzy. It was a fulfilment, a passion
of jazz. Here they danced for joy. They danced out of
wholeness, as children roll screaming down a grass bank.
"Their joy was something wonderful and formidable, a
weapon I did not have. And, moving feebly among them. I
felt the attraction of this capacity for joy as one might look
upon someone performing a beautiful physical skill which
one has lost or perhaps never had. Lopped off, gone,
generations ago; drained off with the pigment fading out of
our skin, I understood, for the first time, the fear, the sense
of loss there can be under a white skin."

It is interesting to compare this romantic passage with
a passage from Jam.es Baldwin's Another Country. Ida, a
negro woman is dancing with her white lover.
"Ida had begun a new cruelty. Ida was suddenly dancing as
she had probably not danced since her adoles·cence, and
Ellis was attempting to match her-he could certainly not
be said to be leading her now, either. He tried, of course,
his square figure swooping and breaking, and his little boy's
face trying hard to seem abandoned. And the harder he tried
-the fool! Cass thought-the more she eluded him, the
m-ore savagely she shamed him. He was not on those terms
~with his body, or with hers, or anyone's body. He .moved
his buttocks by will, with no faintest memory of love, no
hint of grace; his thighs were merely those of a climber, his
feet might have been treading grapes. He did not know what
to do with his arms, which stuck out at angles to body as
though they were sectioned and controlled by strings, and
also as though they had no conlmunion 'with his handshands which had grasped and taken but never caressed. Was
Ida being revenged? or was she giving him warning? Ellis'
forehead turned slick with sweat, his short curly hair seemed
to darken, Cass almost heard his breathing. Ida circled
round him, in her ·orange dress, her legs flashing like knives,
and her hips cruelly grinding. From time to time she extended to him, his fingers touched, her lean, brown, fiery
hand. Others on the floor made way for them-for her: it
must have seemed to Ellis that the music \vould never end."

Here, Nadine Gordimer's "weapon" is being used-against
"white" inhibition and constriction. (The sexual aspects of
this "white" inhibition-Cl black" jlo}v contrast have been
explored by many writers-among them Jack Kerouac, in
his novel, The Subterraneans where the hero's "white"
t
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coldness is recognised as the factor which breaks up hi
relationship with a negro girl.)
what I believe to be essential attitudes
behind this mystique of negritude, I am reminded of two
episodes observed in Cape Town buses during this past
month. On the first occasion, a lorry loaded with African
workers pulled up, in a traffic jam, behind the bus in
which I was sitting-and the bus \vas suddenly filled with
their vital, spontaneous song. On the second occasion, a
drunk white wonlan got into a bus and started to cry and
moan hysterically. On both these occasions, the reaction
of the white passengers was the same-shock, uneasiness,
disapproval with an admixture of smug, sniggering amusement. Bourgeois reserve predictably responded to the
raising of a curtain-whether what was revealed was, as
in one instance, something natural and joyful or, as in the
other, something nakedly, neurotically desperate.
I believe that, in any of the quotations cited above, the
word "bourgeois" could quite effortlessly be substituted
for the word "white"-in Kerouac, in Mailer, in Nadine
Gordimer, even in Baldwin. Why does the negro fulfill this
particular role as a vehicle for anti-bourgeois protest?
Because, in both the United States and in South Africa,
economic colour discrimination has prevented the negro
from becoming integrated into the bourgeoisie which
provides the "national" values. He has been spared the
corrosive pressures of total bourgeois alienation.
The white writers who express the mystique of negritude
are in a different position. They are revolting from within
the bourgeoisie-and in its terms of individual nonconformity. There are elements of Rousseau's concept of the
Noble Savage-through a parallel with Baudelaire and

TO ILLUSTRATE

Rimbaud is a far more exact one. Working in terms of
their society, they inevitably tend to see negro "freedom"
in terms of bigger and better "kicks". The protest is therefore a highly confused one. It does not analyse causes or
suggest solutions. The basic problems of a sick society
remain untackled.
It should be noted here that the same criticism can be
applied to African negritude. Reading the almost hysterical lyricism of Chisiza's Africanist praise poem in a
previous issue of The New African, we can see it as a
very natural reaction to the "white" values imposed by
centuries of colonialism, an assertion of national pride
which is probably an essential element in a national
liberation struggle. But we have only to examine what our
reactions to it would be, if it had been written in terms
of "whiteness" instead of "blackness", to see that it is,
ultimately, without direction.
It is significant, in this context, that those whites who
support Pan-Africanism are usually those who do not
desire any fundamental change in society and whose social
planning takes them no further than an abolition of the
"colour bar"-which amounts, in fact, to applying first-aid
dressings to a wound which requires surgery.
To quote lines written by William Eml?son in quite
another context: "Slowly the poison the whole bloodstream fills. The waste remains, the waste remains and
kills." While the fact that white negritude's exponents
should actually envy those who are suffering acute oppression starkly demonstrates the moral and emotional vacuum
existing in certain societies, "not enough night" is a
complaint for which it is hard to feel great sympathy in
"the harsh light of conlmon day". As an ethos, negritude
remains essentially an evasion.
•

AFRICAN A
"He (Kerina) is wanted in South Africa
on several serious carnal charges, and I
can tell you that he is still active in his
subversive activities against this country."-Security Branch Chief, Colonel
H. J. 1. van den Bergh, Sunday Express.
[P.R.]
• It is my belief that in 20 years time
there will be a white population here of
15 million. The growing trend is for the
better class of Europeans to escape their
dreary countries for our sunshine, leaving them to the socialists and West
Indians. Who could blame them?Editor, Cape Times Weekend Magazine.
[V.G.]
• At his daily family prayer meeting a
burly 48-year-old farmer prayed for the
soul of an African he is accused of
having beaten to death with a sjambok
and a length of hosepipe, the Circuit

Court was told at Potchefstroom yesterday.-Rand Daily Mail. [Anon.]

•

•

•

It is a signal contribution to an understanding of the race problem. A scholarly effort to put the issues of race
inside the framework of Western traditions and world history_ What "Race
and Reason" does is to help the ordinary man-in-the-street understand that
the tremendous, unthinking drive to
force equality strikes at the foundations
of national freedom.-Book review in
baNtu. [R.F.]
"I used to be very fond of Dickens and
Goldsmith and of the later writers I
read every book of Lawrence Green."Mr. N. J. le Roux, Chairman of the
present Board of Censors and a member
of the newly-appointed Publications
Board, interviewed by the Cape Tilnes.
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Defence and
Aid, London
The bridge between
generosity and courage

E.

S.

SACHS

AT DAWN, WED FSDAY, 5 December 1956 140 homes
throughout the length and breadth of South Africa were
aroused by the HPoliceman's Knock", and 140 men and
wo~en-Africans, Afrikaners,
Englishmen, Coloured~
IndIans, young and old. graduates and illiterates were
rushed to jail on charges of "High Treason"~ a ~apital
offence under South African law: 16 more were arrested
later.
T.he ~hole world was shoc:ked by this outrage of the
. atIonahst government and its then Minister of Justice
(!Iow President of the South African Republic) Mr. C. R.
Swart. Several of us South Africans residin o in London
received cables from South Africa urging us to secure the
mora! ~nd financial support of the people of Britain for
the vIctIms and their families.
That evening there was a meeting of a South Afr:can
Committee in t.he House of Commons and, as a member
of that Com~rl1ttee and then Honorary Secretary of the
Fund for AfrIcan Democracy, I raised the mass arrests at
the meetin~ as ~ matter of extreme urgency. In my lifelong experIence In the progressive movement, I have often
foun~ people who are anxious to do things but are entirely
devoH:! of any organising ability: also some who are great
organIsers but use their talents for wrong causes. I must
frankly state that my frantic appeals to the members of
the Committee resulted only in frustration.
T~e following morning, I called on Canon L. John
~olhns, Chairman of Christian Action, London, who had
Interest~d himself actively in the struggle and suffering of
the Afnca~ .people for a n~mber of years and had paid a
personal VISIt to South AfrIca in 1954. It did not take me
more than a few minutes to realise that here was a man
who combined a warm sympathy for the cause of African
freedom with a brilliant mind and' tremendous organising
talent. In a matter of days, the South African Treason
Trial Fund was established under the auspices of Christian
Action. Prominent men and women from every walk of
publi~ life became. sponsors of the Fund and appeals for
donatIons to prOVIde legal defence for the arre ted and
relief fO.f thei.r ~ependant~ soon appeared in leading daily
papers In Bn.taIn..D?natIons began to pour in~ not only
from people In BrItaIn but also from other countries.
No one ever dreamt then that this farce. this ordeaL
would drag on for over four years; but Mr. Swart and his
S.
SAC H S,
leader of the mixed Garment
Workers' Union until forced out of South A frica in
1953, is now Appeals Secretary of the Defence and
A id Fund, London.
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governors were determined to get a conviction at all costs.
~rhree tJrnes Mr. Swart amenaed the laws of the country
to help the prosecution, led by no less a person than the
late, un lamented South African
azi Number One, Oswald Pirow.
But just as Swart and his henchmen were relentless in
their attempts to secure a conviction, so Canon Collins
and his Committee, wholeheartedly assisted by the sponsors, carried on an energetic, inces ant campaign to expose
the dastardly action of the ationalist government and to
mobilise maximum financial and moral support for the
victims of cruel oppression and their dependants.
At first the Fund set itself the ~nodest target of £10,000;
but over £ 100,000 was raised in addition to £70,000
collected in South Africa.
What the Fund has achieved may be gleaned from the
letter which all the accused signed when the special criminal court found them not guilty and discharged them.
This letter. with its warm expressions of gratitude. may
not be quoted here. since it was signed by many people
banned by the ationalist Government. The outstanding
team of defence coun.'iel and the financial help to those
156 families deprived of their livelihoods were indeed
largely made possible by the Treason Trial Defence Fund.
l.ONG BEFORE THE TREASON TRIAL came to an end. Canon
CoBins and his Committee realised that a permanent
Defence and Aid Fund would be necessary as repression
increased and the number of victims grew. Thus the Fund
raised 0 er £60,000 to help the icfm of the Sharpeville
massacre ef March 1960. and the 2,000 detained w:thout
warrant or charges when the '''State of Emergency" was
declared one week after Sharpeville. The Fund has rendered assistance in countless other cases where individuals
or small groups of people were involved. By the middle
of 1963 a quarter of a million pounds had been dispensed
to· provide legal aid for political victims of apartheid
tyranny and their dependants.
Who are the contri butors? Before I became the Appeals
Secretary of the Fund at the end of 1962 I was under the
impression that most of the money was subscribed by the
Trade Union and Labour Mo ement and other progressive bodies. Having had an opportunity of examining the
records, I ha e found that, whilst the Trade Union and
·Labour Movements of Britain, Australia and
ew Zealand have made very generous contributions and substantial donations ·have been received from the International
(Continued on page 186)

Save CONTACT!
Send donations to Granite Publications (Pty.) Ltd.
P.O. Box 1979, Cape Town.
The survival of one of the last South African
freedom newspaper is threatened. Immediate
help is essential. Contact has no backers. no
strings-it is you who can save or kill Contact,
a weapon for nonviolent, nonracial united action
in South Africa.
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Neues Bauen in Afrika by Udo Kulterman
(Verlag Ernest Wasmuth, Tiibingen)
A Grammar of Architectural Design, with
special reference to the tropics by Miles
Danby (Oxford University Press)

THE MARKET FOR BOOKS on Africa being as

ABOVE: House at Kano (architects, the Architects' Co-Partnership) which is designed for the hot dry Northern Region of
Nigeria. The ground floor walls are of 18-inch-thick rubble stone;
they have small openings, providing protection from high daytime
temperatures. The heat from these walls radiates after sundown
into the interior of the house. So a light structure has been used
on the first floor C0111posed of steel rods and aluminium sheetings;
the metals have a high conductivity and so disperse after sundown
the heat absorbed during the day. BELOW: Flats in Casablanca,
Morocco (architect Andre Studer).

it i.s, it was inevitable that someone would
get round to writing a book on African
architecture.
ow two have appeared: one
on new building in Africa, by Udo Kulterman, the curator of an art gallery in
Leverkussen; the other, a didactic piece for
architectural students in the tropics, by
Miles Danby, a lecturer in the K wame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology in Ghana.
Mr. Kulterman (who has a book on new
building in Japan to his credit) wrote letters
to architects in Africa and asked them to
send him material for his book. The eight
pictures which cover all of Africa's architectural heritage (from Tunisia,
igeria,
Togo and the Sudan) he obtained from the
Frobenius Institute in
Frankfurt; the
remaining 235 are those which architects
kindly sent him. Books on architecture
cannot be written by correspondence and
Mr. Kulterman has, in doing it this way,
not only given a totally incorrect impression
THE
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of what happens on this continent, but he
makes one wonder what has happened to
traditional German scholarship.
Obviously archite<::ts South of the Sahara
do not reply to letters, for all of Angola and
Mocambique is covered in 250 words and
no illustrations. Amancio Guede.s, the
Louren~o Marques architect, receives threequarters of the copy but there is not one
illustration of his work. Even if Mr. Guedes
is .a bad correspondent, the author could
surely have found examples of his work in
magazines. South Africa (still a Union to
Mr. Kulterman) is served by two houses by
Munnik, Visser and Black 6f Cape Town.
G·ood for these gentlemen, but what of
Revel Fox, Norman Eaton, Hans HaIlen
. . . and what of Rex Martienssen and the
thirties.
The photographs from the rest of the
continent are attractive enough, but the
presentation is hardly that of a serious
architectural publication. Almost no plans
are shown, and even fewer sections. One
gets no idea which buildings are done by
0verseas .architects, vvhich (beside Oluwole
Olumuyiwa from Nigeria) by Africans.
What is the architectural heritage of this
continent? Is a new African architecture
possible? What about an architectural
negritude or an architectural African personality?
One wonders
whether Mr.
Kulterman has heard of these terms. His
book gives no indication that he has, nor
does it ·answer any other than superficial
question.s. Few in Africa will be taken in
by this book, but remem bering the success
of his book on Japan, one wonders how
many outside Africa will be.
anything as
big as a continent: he only covers the
basis of an art. Intended as ~~an introduction
to architectural design for the use of
students who intend to practise in the
tropics", it turns out to be just a little too
naive for students. Much of it would be
w-onderful material for matriculating schoolboy.s trying to make up their minds about
architecture as a profession.
In reviewing this book for The New
African, one would like to concentrate on
its writing in terms of Africa. And this is
difficult because there is so little. Except
for the' chapter -on climate, and tne fact
that many illustrations come from West
Africa, the rest could apply anywhere. And
rightly so. A grammar of architecture surely
implies a collection of fundamentals, and
these hold true for the tropics as for any
climate; for Africa as for the rest -of the
world.
Mr. Danby has not distorted the basic
facts of ,architectural space, colour, texture,
proportion and scale to make his book
African. It is a modest (except for price)
collection of elementary architectural facts
which will be of interest to laymen and
schoolboys everywhere.
•

MILES DANBY DOES NOT TACKLE
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TOP
TO
BOTTOM
RIGHT: House at Tesano (architect Kenneth Scoff Associates).
Pri,nary school, Lagos (architects,
Fry, Drew, Drake and La,~'dlln)
using 'nultiples of four and eight
classroonls in units adaptable to
various sites.
Prinlary School, Dar es Salaanz
(architect C. A. Bransgrove and
Partners).

One of a group of tl'v'enty-jollr
houses for junior staff adjoining
the grounds of the seventeenth
century Danish castle which is
N knunalz's official residence in
Accra.
H one\'cornb
TUlzi.):ia.

house
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Confederation of Free Trade Unions, the United Automobile Workers of America and other bodies, uch as
churche . uni er ities~ school. etc., probably about 70~~
of the total came from indi iduals, mo tly women, froill
retired business people and agricultural labourers, wealthy
industrialists and poor old ag pensioner. the widows'
mit and cheques for £100, £300 and £500 from generous
women who, judging from their letters, are inspired far
more by human sympathy than by any political considerations.
"I gladly send this cheque for the Defence and Aid
Fund", writes G.M.B. in Augu t 1963. The cheque was
for £300, and this warm-hearted woman ha donated £710
already.
Miss Aileen Hall worth~ from Manchester~ has with the
help of friends been organising a weekly concert in aid
of the Defence and Aid Fund. To dat the Fund has
received £241 from her.
'~I hope the enclosed will help a little those people who
have the courage to stand up for human dignity in South
Africa '. letter from Mrs. M.L. June 1960, with cheque
for £300.
Of course, not every donation is for £300. Here is a
sample of one of the many thousands of letters we have
received from poor people:
'~I am sending you a small donation of 2s. 6d. for the
Defence Fund. I do feel so sorry for all those poor African starving children. I only wish I could send more. I
am sure there will be a great many people which will feel
the same but my small fee is only the widow's mite",
from Mrs. M.H.
THE ROLE OF THE FU D is limited but not insignificant.
From its very inception, it has concentrated on rendering
practical help. Its endeavours, ho~ever, ~ave not 0!1ly
mitiaated uffer~ng but ha e also bUIlt a brIdge of lastIng
frie;dship between the peoples of Africa and the re.st of
the world over the chasm created by the self-apPOinted
saviours of white Christian civilisation. The architects of
apartheid are motivated by fear, bigotry and hatred~ the
bridge that the Fund is helping to build rests on courage
and generosity-the courage of men and women of .all
races in Southern Africa who, in the face of per ecution
and terror. are striving for human rights: and the generos~ty of the men. the women and the children of Britain
and other countries who demon trate their s mpathy for
the victims of oppression in a practical manner, by sending donations to the Fund. The brave in South Africa
and the warm-hearted people abroad are both moved by
the same spirit. There is a common bond, a common love
of humanity. a common urge for freedom between such
as Albert Lutuli, confined to his village and the old age
pensioner in Sheffield who sent his last five shillings and
good wishes to the Fund. elson Mandela, sentenced t.o
five years imprisonment, will bear his uffering and humIliation with great fortitude because the miners of South
Wales have sent £ 1,000 to help his oppressed brothers
and sisters. Helen J oseph, placed under "house arrest"
for five years, will find life in her prison-home m.or~ tolerable in the knowledge that the women of Bntaln. the
country of her birth. have contributed over £150,000 to
the Defence and Aid Fund.
•
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GEZIRA

Planners, Entrepeneurs,
Farmers
Part 2 of a series on
methods of economic development

FRANCIS

WILSON

in the great triangle bordered by
Gezira plain: 200 miles long and
stretching for 80 miles across its base from Kosti in the
west to Sennar in the east. This part of the Sudan has been
the scene of one of the most interesting agricultural ex periments in history) and one which is of particular relevance
to those countries \vhich are seeking to raise themselves
above a subsistence economy without becoming the take
on puppets of a richer big brother.
Fifty ~ ears ago the p~ople of Gezira lived there in
poverty and at the nlercy of the uncertain rains. Today
the grandsons of these semi-nomads live as independent
but co-operative farnl rs in one of the most highly developed cotton producing areas in the world. The history
of the Gezira experiment which was responsible for this
miraculous development is fascinating not only because it
is one of an economic success but also because it shows
how the peasants have come to feel themselves responsible
for the scheme instvad of being merely productive cogs in
th machinery of some large company.
As white South Africans are not at present being
granted visas to enter the Sudan it was not possible to
visit the Gezira to see it for on~self but fortunately the
excellent book * by Arthur Gaitskell enables one to understand just how it was that the scheme achieved its success
and enables one, furthvr, to draw lessons which might be
applied in other parts of the world, particularly in Southern Africa. It is a book which all those who are grappling
with the problems of political and economic development
,in Africa should certainly read for Mr. Gaitskell does
not, as so many 'experts' do, skate over the surface with
vague generalisations~ rather he goes deeply into the
particular subject with which he is dealing and then, in
the light of his experiences ther\,.l, suggests one or two
ideas which may hold elsewhere as well. Those who
desire economic freedom and who realise that it will b~
achieved not by slogans but by a long uphill struggle will
find almost every page of Mr. Gaitskell's book rewarding.
SOUTH OF KHARTOUM,
the two Nil~s, lies the

*G e'"'.ira--A Story of Deve!optnent in the Sudan
Gaitskell (Faber and Faher).
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problems facing a poor country
which is trying to develop its economy is not so much
how to obtain capital as how to use the capital in such a
way that the people working the particular project are
not hired labourers either of the Government or of a
foreign company but are themselves responsible for the
project. This problem showed itself in an acute form in
the Sudan in the early years of this century when the
Government of the day realised that by building a dam
at Sennar on the Blue Nile much of the Gezira plain
could be irrigated and made to produce wheat or cotton.
The difficulty was that the Government did not have the
money or the personnel to run a great agricultural enterprise and although it could probably get private enterprise
to invest in the Gezira how could it do this without letting
effective control pass to foreign capitalists whose primary
concern, naturally enough, would be to increase their
profits, and hence the dividends paid to shareholders,
rather than to increase the welfare of the peasants working in the plantations? Furthermore even 1f the Government was itself able to borrow the necessary money how
could it organise the scheme in such a way as to ensure
that the money was being properly used and yet to allow
the peasants sufficient freedom to feel that they were
themselves responsible for the scheme? It is as easy for a
bureaucratic state enterprise to exploit people as it is for
a capitalistic private one.
The problem was finally solved by an agreement which
was both simple and effective. The basis of the agreement
was an understanding amongst those involved that this
was a venture in which they would sink or swim together.
Private enterprise was to be invited in to share in the
development of the cotton scheme but it could only come
in for a limited period of 10 years which could be extended at the discretion of the Government. During this
time the gross profits were to be shared between the
Government, the business Syndicate, and the tenant farmers in the ratio 40:20:40. In return for these profits each
of the three groups had clearly defined responsibilities:
the Government had to build the dam, construct canals
for irrigation, and obtain land; the Syndicate was responsible for roads, drainage, and for providing the staff
who were to supervise the effective running of the whole
project; while the Tenant had to grow the cotton and pay
for the use of seed and agricultural implements provided
by the Syndicate.

prices knowing that the irrigation schenle would increase
its value enormously over the years; thus one would end
up with most of the land in the hands of a few large
absentee landlords who would be well placed to exploit
the peasants.
Again a simple but effective solution was found. In
1920 the Government announced that it was going to
irrigate 300,000 feddans (1 feddan == 1.038 acres) from a
dam at Sennar. All land within the irrigation area was to
be hired from the people by the Government at a. fixed
rate for a period of 40 years with the possibility of
extensions at the discretion of the· Government. People
still owned their land and were free to sellar mortgage it
but the Government was now in a position to prevent
exploitation by landlords and to ensure that the land was
properly farmed. For, having hired the land, the Government now proceeded to let it out in units which were
large enough to provide a man and hs family with
adequate income but small enough not to require large
numbers of hired labourers to run it. As far as possible a
land-owner was let an economic unit on his own land.
Moreover the land was let annually on condition that the
peasant followed a certain pattern of rotation and was
vigilant about pest control. In this way "the Government
introduced to a peasant society advantages normally
available only to large-scale estate management, for on to
such a base could be grafted efficiently the instruments of
modem agriculture, loans at low interest, machinery,
selected seed, fertiliser, joint purchasing for crop needs,
grading, processing and marketing, all at cost and without middlemen" (p. 86).
For the first 25 years the Gezira schenle was run on
paternalistic lines in that the effective decisions were taken
by the Government and the Syndicate without much
attention being paid to the third partner, the Tenants.
Probably the most important people at this stage were the
100 or so field officers employed by the Syndicate who
moved about daily amongst the 20,000 tenants and their
families exhorting, persuading, cajoling them to keep up to
date with their planting and weeding and all the other
things which a good cotton falmer must do. It was largely
the personality of the field officer which determined the attitude of the tenant towards that impersonal agency which

which had to be solved at
the outset was that of land. If the Government nationalised the land it would, even if it paid adequate compensation, alienate large numbers of people whose co-operation
it was essential to have and it would turn peasant landowners into labourers hired by a Government which might
or might not be benevolent. On the other hand if the
Government left the land in private ownership, speculators were likely to step in and buy it up at very high
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planned the scheme and it was this same attitude which
was crucial in determining whether the scheme would
really work as a joint co-operative venture or whether it
would sink to being merely a method of extracting cotton
for the benefit of the British Empire. In fact relationships
were remarka bly good but by the end of the Second
World War important changes had to be made. The
tenants were no longer satisfied with a paternalistic management: if the scheme was to fulfill its early pronlise it
must cease being a bureaucracy and grow instead into a
real democracy. They, the tenants, were going to run the
scheme theluselves: it was time for the Syndicate to pull
out from the Gezira. The tenant was no longer prepared
to exist for the sake of the scheme; the scheme must exist
for the sake of the tenant.
was informed that it would
be granted no more concessions after 1950 and plans
began to ~e made for the setting up of an independent
Board \VhlCh would be responsible for managing the
scherne: thjs Board "n~eded to be as interested as ever in
profits and efficiency, but would differ from the Syndicate,
in that it could apply its profits not to shareholders but
to stimulating new services to the community" (p. 244).
Thus in 1950 the private enterprise, without which there
~ould be lit~le cotton in the Sudan today, was nationalIsed, accordIng to an agreement which shareholders had
known about all along~ and the assets bought by the
Governnlent. At the sanle time the Gezira Board was set
up in such a way as to ensure effective independent man~
~gement an.d freedom fron1 any political bias or influence~
It \vas deSIgned to be a compronlise betvleen the "rival
claims of state and tenants. Secondly, a Gezira Local
Committee, representative of tenants and local governn1ents, was set up to keep the Board informed of the
wishes of the inhabitants and to make recommendations
concerning the allocation of funds available for social
development.
But there were still difficulties ahead, for althouoh the
change from private to puhlic enterprise had been s~ccess
fully made the new G.ezira Board was not really indigenous to the Sudan as Its menlbers w·ere appointed by the
Governor-General v/ho \\ as the servant of the colonial
power, Britain. It was not until 1954 that an all-Sudanese
Government was elected but as soon as it vias in power
there was great pressure for urgent Sudanisation of the
Civil Service and also of the G~ezira Scheme. Those responsible f?r the se.heme had not made sufficient preparatIon for thIS necessIty and there was a certain amount of
friction an0 loss of efficiency while the change \vas made.
However, Important though these failures were they were
no.t .fatal, for today the Gezira continues as the dynamo
drIVIng the econolny of the \vhole Sudan: the two million
acres of irrigated land cultivated by a class of mixed
farmers with a permanent stake and say in the land which
they farm is living proof that planning and entrepreneurship ca~ gc: togeth~r; proof that the benefits of large~cale, sClentJflc farmlng can be obtained without sacrificing
the freedom of the small man. As such the Gezira has
much to teach us in the rest of Africa.
•
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Attitudes 0
Anglo-Saxons
French Canadians
and Afrikaners compared

T.

R.

H.

DAVENPORT

where one could go to study the
problems arising out of the political and cultural clash of
rival ethnic groups; but it is much harder to locate two
societies where local conditions are sufficiently alike to
make a comparison fruitful. It has, of course, occurred to
scholars in the past to subject the South African and
Canadian societies to such treatment; but those who have
done so have usually reached the conclusion that the
differences between them are more striking than the
similarities.
It is sonletinles argued, for exanlple, that the parallel
breaks down because the French Canadians are concentrated in one province with safeguards under a federal
constitut~on, ,:",hereas their Afrikaner opposite numbers
are dOnl1~al1t In the greater part of South Africa, need no
such speCIal p.rot~ction, an? have none. Alternatively, the
absence of a SIgnIficant raCIal problem in Canada has been
taken to show that the Anglo-French relationship there
lacks that third dimension which is of the essence of the
South African probl~m. But a Montreal professor of law,
\\'hen confronted WIth the latter argument, immediately
began to talk about the cultural and economic 'annexationists' across the American border, the immensity of
whose presence tends to induce the same sort of reluctant
solidarity. among. Canadians of both language groups as
does the ImmenSIty of the black presence in the case of
white South Africans.
And as for the argument based on distribution of
population, it is instructive to remenlber that there are as
many French-speakers in Canada outside the Province of
Quebec as there are Afrikaners in South Africa. The fact
remains; ~owever, that no basic comparative study exists.
The brIllIance of Andre Siegfried's Racial Question in
Canada, written in 1906, was not matched in the South
African section of his African Journey, written in 1951.

THERE ARE MANY PLACES

BET\VEEN AFRIKANERDOM and French Canada
despite ,their common experience as minority groups in ~
predomlnantly Anglo-Saxon or English-speaking Common-
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wealth, has been occasional rather than continuous. It has
taken the foml of periodic mutual discovery, but the
discovery has not usually resulted in the growth of any
kind of continuous association. Thus Henri Bourassa
'discovered' General Hertzog in 1914; but although the
two men appreciated the similarity of their respective
positions in the politics of their two countries, their
correspondence failed to endure. A francaphile English
Canadian known to the present writer, who once stood
for election on a French-Canadian nationalist platform,
discovered the Malanite Nationalist Party in 1945, and
thereafter received N e~v Era regularly; but although he
felt drawn by the cultural striving of the H.N.P., he was
alienated before long by its racial philosophy.
Perhaps the most important reason for the relative
absence of contact between Afrikanerdom and French
Canada has been the religious one. Calvinisnl and
Catholicism do not easily mix, or exchange ideas. There
is a wide gulf between the priest in a soutane reading his
office on the parapets of Quebec city and the dominie who
once played rugby for Stellenbosch. Yet despite this, each
enjoys a very high status in his comlllunity. Each has an
unusually influential voice in the control of public morals;
and within each society there has developed in recent
years-as on other occasions in the past-some noteworthy
opposition to this kind of influence. In the one country,
literary leaders strike out against censorship legislation. In
the other, the Catholic laity strike out against clerical
dominance in public education through works with such
provocative titles as The University says '1'10' to the
Jesuits or How they Brutalise our Children.

stantial Anlerican vocabulary is not very like the French
of Paris-at least not to the untrained ear. Anglicisms
abound, and it is possible to tell a French Canadian in his
own language that he is 'mean', 'noisy', 'en strike' or 'fit
pour une job'. The. Anglicism is deplored in Afrikaans as
it is in Canadian French, at least by the linguistic experts.
But in Canada the whole of joual is deplored by the
intellectuals, on the ground that it can never be a substitute for the classical French of France. To quote a
Jesuit whose I,npertinences of Brother Anonynl0us has
sold like hot cakes in recent months,
As long as you want merely to chat about sports and the
weather, as long as you talk only such stuff, joual does very
well. For primitives, a primitive language is good enough;
animals get along with a fe\\' grunts. But if you \-vant to
attain to human speech~ joual is not sufficient. You can make
do with a board and some whitewash if you \vant to paint a
barn, but finer tools are necessary for the Mona Lisa.

The finer tool in question is the language of France, or as
one French Canadian once put it, 'the international vernacular of all superior thoughts and aspirations'. Nobody
has ever done for Canadian French what the leaders of
the second Taalbeweging did for Afrikaans, or what
Richelieu's Academie did for the French language itself.
BUT A SENSE OF CULTURAL superiority does not help the

French Canadian much in practical life. He is still paying
the penalty outside the Province of Quebec for the security
which he bought inside that province at the time of confedera tion. His language is not publicly used outside

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN their respective outlooks can

be taken further. One of the nlost striking features of the
French Canadian outlook is its universalist quality. The
fait fraJ19ais en Amerique is, one is constantly reminded"
primarily a religious fact. It is preserved in a system of
confessional public education. French Canadian nationalist leaders have included a high proportion of eminent
Catholics, both in and out of orders-men such as
Bourassa" the layman, and Canon Lionel Groulx, octogenarian doyen of modern nationalist historians. For such
men, the justification of the French presence in North
America has been primarily a religious one. They are
there to carry out a mission, because they are the bearers
of a universal religion and a universal culture. The jacket
of a separatist treatise published in 1937 carried a map
of Europe and North America, traversed by an arrow
running from Athens through Rome and Paris to the
projected 'Free State of Quebec'. The Afrikaner nationalist,
perhaps with greater modesty, prefers the image of a
'bastion' to that of a 'bridgehead'.
Nowhere is the universalist outlook seen more clearly,
outside the religious sphere, than in the matter of language.
Where the Afrikaner developed his taal under conditions
of isolation from the low countries-an isolation in part
self-imposed-the French Canadian developed a patois
which a Montreal paper, Le Devoir, recently nicknamed
joual (from the way a Montrealer would mouth the word
for a horse). What began as a French provincial dialect
and subsequently acquired American overtones and a subTHE
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Quebec, even on road sIgns, while the Houses of Parliament, where the use of French is officially protected under
the constitution, have recently gone over to a system of
simultaneous translation. French speakers form slightly
less than a quarter of the population of Canada. In the
Dominion civil service, the Department of External
Affairs employs French Canadians jn the ratio of about
one to five; but in other departments the ratio is smaller.
The federal civil service is not yet bilingual in its correspondence, and a minority statement by Commissioner
Eugene Therrien in the report of the Glasco Comn1ission
on Government Organisation in 1962 urged the necessity
of changing this as soon as possible. This was, however,
a minority report, and it remains to be seen whether the
strong commission appointed by the new premier of
Canada, Mr. Lester Pearson, will come forward with
positive proposals in this regard. The problem is not easy
of solution, not least because the French Canadian who
seeks employn1ent in the federal capital is often oppressed
by a sense of isolation from his French compatriots back
at home. The provincial service has, for this reason, greater
attractions: there one does not stand the risk of being

Words
Words
Words
AN ARTICLE in the October Survey, the
Journal of Soviet and East European Studies edited by WaIter Z. Laqueur (133 Oxford Street, London Wl, R2 per year)
quotes lames P. Cannon's History of Anlerican Trotskyism: "It seems to be a peculiar law that the greater a party's isolation
from the living labour movement . . . the
more radical it becomes in its formUlations,
its programme etc. . . . Y·ou see it in the
split-offs from the Trotskyist movementour own 'lunatic fringe'. The less people
listen to them, the less effect their words
have on the course of human events, the
more extreme and unreasonable and hysterical they be~ome in their formulations." It
is amusing to read The Torch, Cape Town,
on the subject of the forthcoming elections
in the Transkei. Its line is, of course, total
boycott, and so far has it strayed from
reality that it does not even have to explain
away the fact that 800,000 voters registered,
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labelled vendu ('solo'). The isolation of Ottawa has helped
to produce at least one prominent separatist in recent
years.
BUT THE REAL REASON for anxiety in the mind of the
modern canadien lies, not in the difficulty which he experiences in finding his niche in Canadian public life, but
in fears for future employn1ent even in his own province.
In the past it has often been held that what Siegfried
called the French Canadian's 'philoprogenitiveness' was
his greatest safeguard against submersion under an alien
culture. But nowadays the 'revenge of the cradle' is no
longer seen as a guarantee of survival. Relative to Ontario,
the population increase is smaller. The 'ethnics', as immigrants whose home language is neither English nor French
are described, tend to be drawn into the English milieu
rather than the French. American and English-Canadian
owned businesses and chain stores have begun to penetrate
the towns of French Canada, contributing not only bastard
words to the canadien's vocabulary, and routine work in
the lower echelons for French Canadians in an alien
environment, but also executive posts for those with a

and on top of that, 180 c.andidates came
forward for the 45 seats to be contested on
20 November. As far as The Torch is concerned, "the people" are, or ought to be,
boycotting these "dummy elections", and
only a fe\v Liberal "stooges" like Chief
Sabata and Mr. H. S. Majija are "collaborating". "The people" know a trick worth
two of that, of course, and are already
showing the Government that participation
in the Transkei elections is not the same as
being pro-Government. (T he Torch, 52
Caledon Street, Cape Town, is a weekly
newspaper supporting with \veekly verbal
pyrotechnics one of the man y fragments of
the Non-European Unity Movement).

•
ON TOP OF

at Natal University after war service with
the S.A.A.F. A poem of his describes the
'"thrill of horror" that runs through the
termites' "lightless stuffy halls" when they
are kicked open. He ends, with a stanza
\vhich seen1S to fit the company he has now
entered:
"So, when the seven-league boots of giant
minds
Shatter our safe and comfortable night,
\Ve rush with spit and dirt and gnashing
jaws
To smother out the fatal air and light."

•
YOU DON'T KNOW why Virginia Woolf
\vas mentioned above, then the cap fits. A
Hollander read of Senator De Klerk's telegram banning the play just before the curtain went up, and immediately exclaimed:
"In Holland, they would have gone right
ahead and let the police do their worst!"
He went out and met a fellow Hollander,
who hailed hin1: "In Holland we would
ha ve gone right ahead with that play!"
Next he met a leading Q.C., English-speaking, and asked: '~Why didn't they go right
ahead?" The Q.C. replied: "But they would
have committed an offence." "What would
have happened to them?" asked the Hollander. "Well, they would have been fined
. . ." the lawyer ended, with all the lame
acceptance of the la\v-abiding British.
IF

John Mander's October Encoull-

ter article came fresh evidence of the lack

of fibre in English-speaking South Africa.
In Black Week there was the collapse of
the Port Elizabeth City Council's mandated
support for Rhodes University as opposed
to a Government-backed "dual medium"
university in that city; the banning of Who's
Afraid of Virginia J¥oolf? and the acceptance of a post on the new Publications
Control Board by Professor John Harvey of
Stellenbosch University. How sad that the
only u man of letters" in the Board should
be English-speaking Professor Harvey, who
was born in Pretoria in 1922, and educated
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command of the English language. Managerial posltlon~,
even in Quebec Province, are held to an inordinate degree
by English speakers. The same goes for posts requiring
modern technical training, \vhere the French Canadian
educational tradition has been \veakest for example in the
field of engineering.
There has consequently grown up a mood of frustration
in French Canada, on account of intruding influence~
which local traditions are often not properly fitted to
resist. Increasing awareness of the problem, however, has
led to the propagation of new remedies. There has been
a demand for more technical education. In response to the
take-over bids of outside commercial and industrial firms,
there has been considerable agitation for the nationalisation of resources; but this is something which has to be
discreetly recommended on account of the opposition of
the local tradition to anything that smacks of socialism.
Recent proposals to nationalise the 'hydro' (hydro-electric
power) illustrate the current mood, however. This is a
major source of Quebec wealth, and a great employer of
labour.
Frustration engendered the separatist mood, and
separatism revived in French Canada in 1961-2, when
unemployment was on the increase. Despite the existence
of ..three separate separatist movements, however, it would
be an exaggeration to say that their arguments had captivated French Canada. None claimed a membership of
more than about 2000 in 1962. Commentators have sometimes suggested that separatisn1-the demand, that is, for
the full political independence of Quebec-is a recurring
phenomenon, a sort of 'Natal stand', in which French
Canadians periodically indulge, not because they want to
launch Laurentia as an independent state, but because they
find that this is the only way to needle one or other of
the two major federal parties into action on their behalf.
VICTORY OF SOCIAL CREDIT in 26 of the Quebec
constituencies in the 1962 general election, though the
party had never held a Quebec seat before, was a good
indication of the mood of French Canada at the time.
This, as La Presse of Montreal observed at the time, was
not evidence that Quebec had suddenly found truth in
the theories of JA..berhart, but a demonstration analogous
to pouiadisnle: the Liberals and Progressive Conservatives
had failed the province: conscience forbade them to
support the New Den10cratic Party~ with its socialist
leanings; and the 'Socreds' \vere therefore the only alternative, under the stio1ulating local leadership of Real
Caovette. They \von a number of seats in areas of high
unemployment. The fact that six of the 'Sacred's' gains in
1962 \vent Liberal in 1963 suggests that the separatists
mood has receded. \vhich may simply be a function of
better employment conditions. But when separatism goes
to the length of using explosives. as it has done in the
early nart of 1963, it seems high time for the federal
authorities to take stock of the phenomenon, as indeed
they appear to be doing, lest the political atmosphere of
Canada should be needlessly polluted when the centenary
of confederation-which French Canadians tend to look
on. rightly or wrongly, as a mutual compact-is celebrated
in four years' time.
•
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Sticking
Knives
Richard Rive

Blame Me on History by Bloke Modisane
(Thames & Hudson 25s.)
WHETHER
DISCUSSED
in the safe and
academic confines of a London bed-sitter,
or in the turmoil and furore of the South
Africa the author so glowingly portrays, Mr.
Modisane's book is bound to prove controversial. In a style vivid and penetrating at
times, the \\Titer leads us through the ruins
of Sophiatown, now bull-dozed into oblivion, the shebeens, cheap cinemas and dark
lanes. We hear with him the street-corner
discussions participate in the murderous
gang fueds, and relive his terrible childhood,
where death and fear are the order of the
day. It is a pity that structurally he should
have redress to resurrect 'the glory that was
Sophiatown' in a method already hackneyed
when Goldsmith wrote his 'Deserted
Village'. In spite of this, it is in his childhood reminiscences that Mr. Modisane is
at his best~ the fights against white boys at
the n1ud-pool, the startling death of sister
from malnutrition, the harrowing account
of seeing his father's face beaten to a pulp
by a tsotsi, the humiliation of witnessing
his mother's arrest for brewing illicit liquor
in order to send him through school so that
he might realise his ambition ·of becoming
a doctor. These passages are palpitating and
the autobiographical details skilfully woven,
although sentimental and melodramatic at
times. His style is best displayed \vhen he
describes his identity with Sophiatown.
'Sophiatown belongs to me; when we
were not shaking hands or chasing the
same girl or sharing a bottle of brandy,
we were sticking knives into each other's
backs. The land was bought with the
sweat, the scrounging, the doing without,
and it not only was mine even if the rain
leaked through the roof and the cold
seemed to creep through the cracks in the
ceiling, and crawled through the rattling
window frames under the door.'
At the tender age of 14, his hopes of
becoming a doctor are frustrated by the
death of his father, and he is forced to
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as ume the role of head of the famil",. He
continues for a short while after at school,
as isted by the money brl")ught in at the
hebecl1 but oon ha' to accept the le
romanti~ vocation f \ orking in a bookhop and later -of journalism. All these
epi odes arc ensitively portrayed ~nd are
uttlcient to merit Blallze ~\1c Oil Hl5tor~' a.
\\ orthy pIa e in the litt:rature em rglng
from the Continent.
tart ana~ying his own attitude a?? tries ~o generah e
these into a valid polItlcal phl10 ophy, he
only succeeds in creating a hodge-podge ~f
contradiction and muddled argument. ThiS
seems to be the vogue lately for South
Africans to vt'ri te a book on per on~l ren1iniscenc s and then follow up with a
political expo e. Usually bot~ arc bad. I.n
th case of this book the history part ~s
good it i the blame that is lopsided. ThiS
happ~ned when an a.uthor indulges, in an
analysis of group attitudes he basn t sufficiently understood.
..
It is obvious that Mr. Modlsane IS at
grea t pains to tell us that .he is black. ~~t
no time does he spare us thiS knowledge, In
fact the book would be impossible without
M r. Modisane's frequent reiteration. It .i~ a
pity he has to use an annoyingly repetitIve
bludgeon in order to do so.
.
Although I could quote many more instances of what I consider to be muddled,
sentimental, emotive political thin~ing, I
will quote only two in upport of thIS.
He says
.
'1 believe that white South Afflca-to
preserve it privileged exi tence-is. ~ather
ing on this very explo ive probability, to
push back South AJrica bey?nd. ~nd~rance
limit and then under the JustIfication of
elf-def nee. the preservation of law and
order; and in the protection of Wester?
Civilisation to completely crush the Afncan. to obliterate him from the face of
Sou'th Africa . . .'
This argument putting forward hi theory
of genocide, that the whit~ ~a~ in South
Africa is bent on the annihilation of the
black man for some neurotic rea on, and
that his answer to the South African situation is the complete phy ical obliteration of
a people shows a na'ivete that i almost
criminal. It disregards completely the exploitation of cheap black labour in order
to bol ter a pseudo-prosperous economy
which nlakes the labour of the black man,
and as a result his physical pre ence, an
economic imperative. Legislation in ~o~th
Africa is not tended towards the annihIlation of the black man, but the regimentati.on
and control of black labour. South Afnca
cannot afford even to peculate in terms .of
driving the black man (or indeed the whIte
man) into the sea. The economy of the
country couldn't afford this.
.
In speaking of the white man Mr. Modl-
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AL-\~, vv'hcn Mr. ~ 10di ane

sane say 'by hi colour I shall know his
clas' an obvious confusion of cIa. sand
ca le' functi n , and continues later,
The fact i.. , the indi\ idual \vhite S uth
. fricln---becau e of his moral impotence.
-·-has
become increasingly powerless
against the
forces of apartheid; and
bccau e of thi initial apathy I hold each
one of them re pon ible for the South
Africa we know today. They are the
voters~ they hold the power in their hands
to have _omething done about it but
becau e apartheid held the promise of
dated. I have looked among theIn for a
John Brown, for one man to stand up and
say 'It (the
ew Te tament) teaches me
further to remember. them that are in
bonds as bound with me.'
He therefore holds every individual white
South African guilty~ and a symptom of
that guilt is that fact that no single martyr
has arisen in their rank. The theory of
collective guilt is a tenuous and debatable
one. but when justification i sought on the
grounds that not a single John Brown has
mad.... his appearance, it becomes absurd.
Doe, this imply that only an individual act
of martyrdom will exonerate white South
Africa from collective guilt? That only individual suffering will compensate for the
wrongs of a political regime.? How many
hlack John Browns has South Africa produced? /\nd if any, what does thi prove?

Meaningless
Blundering
Shula Marks
The Zulu rVar by Rupert Furneaux (Weidenfeld &
icolson R2.10)
Bul/er's Canzpaign by Julian Symon
set Pres R3)

(Cres-

THE ZULU WAR OF 1879 was probably the

most important single factor in causing the
destruction of the Zulu nation; it was both
a profoundly tragic and a deeply di graceful epi ode in the relationship between
Bantu and Briton in South Africa. Although
almost twenty years were to pass before
Zululand was finally annexed to Natal, and
the successor to the mighty Cetshwayo reduced to a district chieftain, it was the
war of 1879 and the 'settlement' which
followed it that apped the strength of the
Zulu people. Ironically, the war was based
on the mistaken notion that Cetshwayo intended invading
atal-an intention which
the course of the war revealed not to have
been present at all; ironically Cetshwayos'
defeat arose out of hi decision not to
invade the small white colony, simply to
repel the invader of his own country. The
re\vard for his forbearance was disaster.
There can be little doubt that it was
Frere's actions which provoked the war as
has been recognised for several ~ ears; nor
can there be any doubt that it was Chelmsford's handling of the military situation
which caused the fearful British losses at
Isandhlwana. Rupert Furn aux's little book,
although it contains man eye-witness de criptions of the scene of battles and of the
battles themselves, adds little to these
alread y existing judgements or .!O our
previous knowledge of the war.

ALLY WE HAVE Mr. Modi ane
pathetic
attenlpts to equate the local Pan-Africanist
nlovement with non-racialism. Surely nonracialism i the antithesi of raciali m and
i. he denial of the imoortance of racial
characteristic in favour ~f individual deterrnination. How this can square with collective guilt I do not know. And yet an
orcC1nisation based on the denial of racial
di~ision can say. to quote Mr. Modi ane
when he gi es us its policy as outlined by
Sobukwe,
'. . . African people can be organi ed
only under the banner of African nationalis~ in an all-African organisation \vhere
they will by themselves formulah:: policies
and programmes and decide on the
method. of. truggle \vithout interference.~
This i in reply to the 'integrationist', a
term 1\1r. Modi~ane u,;e~ \vith conL.. mpt.
THERE ARE MANY WAYS of writing history,
\Ve end then with th" . mart-alec reply of
and it is not perhaps the task of the hi Matthe\v
koana to a question of Mr.
torian of 'great battles of history' to set
~1odisane's on policy.
himself problems-although there are many
'But \vhy doesn't the P"A.C. explain problems in fact associated with the Zulu
the muddle?' I aid. 'make the people War of 1879 which have not as yet been
under~tand your point?'
fully explored, either here or elsewhere. But
'What for?' Matthew
koana. aid. 'we the romantici ation of battles long past
are not eUing ice-cream.'
'serves little purpose unIes the battles are
Mr. Modisane holds this a
a fair related to their wider social, political and
uppo itian. Often before have political economic context. This Mr. Furneaux
sterility and lack of con tructive policy singularly fails to do. It i difficult to see
hidde~ themselves behind deliberat,,- obscur- what was 'glorious' about the death of
thousands of meo~ white and black, in what
ity and pseudo-witticisms.
•
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are always eager to find turning points-or
When Buller was first appointe-d Conlthe great red-herring; the war which saw mander-in-Chief, Churchill-and a large
the Imperial factor at its height in South number of other people-firmly believed
Africa, and v/hose settlement saw its nadir, that although a great deal may have been
with the fit of guilty conscience that seemed incomprehensible 'if Sir Redvers Buller
to seize Britain at its conclusion. It can cannot relieve Ladysmith with his present
be studied in terms of its causes or its force, we do not know of any other officer
almost wholly disastrous reSUlts, both for in the British service who would be likely
to succeed'. In view of this, what then is
Britain and for South Africa.
Mr. Sym.ons in his lucid, perceptive and remarkable is that ultimately the British did
entertaining book has, however, chosen a manage to win the Boer War-for as Mr.
completely fresh angle. He turns his gaze Symons points out 'behind the assurance of
upon the initial battles fought by Sir Buller's bearing was the gift for discovering
Redvers Buller in his attempt to relieve the germ of failure in any possibility of
Ladysmith, a series of battles which 'are success.'
It seems the peculiarity of all generals to
among the most absurd in British history'
in which some 1,300 men were killed in learn the wrong lessons from their past exmeaningless, blundering attacks. Were it not perience and to draw the wrong conclusions
for these 1,300 dead, to say nothing of the from previous battles. A recent computer
disabled and maimed, and the diseased and analysis of the facts and figures of World
starved in Ladysmith, Buller's campaign War I showed that for so many blunders to
would read like a Gilbert and Sullivan have been committed by both sides was
beyond the realm of probability. One
THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS of looking at the farce: indeed Sir Garnet Wolseley who was
Anglo-Boer War; it can be seen as a turning at the War Office at the time was the very wonders what the computer's verdict would
have been on the statistics of Buller's
point in South African history-historians model 'for the model major general.'
•
Mr. Symons sets the scene for his account campaign.
of the ·campaign in the British War Office
and his description of the battle between
the Wolseley and Roberts 'rings' for the
position of Commander in Chief on the
retirement of the Duke of Cambridge-'the
Great German Sausage' as he was irreverently called-is of considerable interest to
the historian of late 19th century Britain as
well as being highly relevant to the South
African story. The contrast between the big
eyes of the ambitious, Imperialist-minded
politicians and the rather poor teeth of the
army would seem to show that Britain Martin Legassick
became a great Imperial power in spite of
r.ather than because of her military might.
Algeria and France: Colonialism to Cooperation by Dorothy Pickles (Methuen,
THE CENTRAL FIGURE -of the book, however,
London R3)
both as an individual and as representative
of British military tradition' is Sir Redvers A DETAILED COMPARISON of Algeria with
Buller: red-faced and reliable, only too South Africa is both elusive and fascinating.
aware of his faults but neither able to France had, and Britain has, decisive econoconvince anyone else of them in time, nor mic involvement; but Britain has no politihimself to check them. over-cautious and cal mediating power in South Africa, and
over-confident, over-praised before the cam- Algeria had no Afrikaners. The Algerian
paign and perhaps over-denigrated there- colons were Natalian or Rhodesian jingoes,
after, sincerely loved and respected by his it appears, and not Afrikaner fanatics.
"European Algerians developed their own
men and despised by his staff-they were to
call him Sir 'Reverse' Buller during the national characteristics, which differed in
campaign, and Wolseley referred to him as many ways fro-m those of Frenchmen of
the 'Ferrvrnan' he had crossed and recrossed France. They were more racialist, politically
and culturally limited, and bitterly and obthe Tug~la so often.
Representative indeed he was; in fact he stinately opposed to the political emancipawas probably more intelligent and a better tion of the Moslem community, which they
commander than most of his staff: men regarded as incurably backward and a conlike Sir 'No-bobs' Hart-'No-bobs' because venient source of cheap labour."
he had never been known to duck a bullet The war in Algeria produced a stalemate:
--or ex-Chief Commissioner of Police neither side could win by purely military
Sole agents for South Africa Warren, truly one of the most colourful and means, and they both realised this. External
INSIGHT PUBLICATIONS eccentric characters in the British army. The mediation was needed, and in the end it
tale of their antics could come out of was the rise of the OAS and the potential
P.O. BOX 2068 CAPE TOWN AHce's Adventures through the Looking destruction it could produce to the Algerian
Glass.
economy, and to the French army and State,
appears to have been a wanton and purposeless attack. Like Archibald Forbes, the
reporter of the Daily News, at Isandhlwana,
quoted by the author, I find it 'miserable
work wandering about the desolate camp
amid the stale odour of 'death'. The Zulu
War was both more significant and less
significant than the author would have us
believe. It arose out of the very nature of
white penetration and seUlen1ent of South
Africa and had important repercussions in
Zululand, Natal and the Transvaal-indeed
in South Africa as a whole. Frere and
Chelmsford may have been the visible villians of the piece, but their actions have to
be seen against the backdrop of their times,
and can only be fully understood in the
context of Imperial policy and politics as
well as white settler pressures: land-hunger
and fears of invasion. The full story of the
Zulu War has yet to be told.
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that made the successful conclusion of negotiations so urgent. But it was still an object
lesson in realpolitiek; for the militance,
violence and intransigence of the FLN paid
in the long run, in contrast with previous
attempts at compromise. French politicians
were induced into making concessions, but,
like all moderate progressives, "two ,or three
stages behind what was required in the
circumstances". Thus the number of Moslems in the administration very nearly
doubled in the period 1957 to 1960, and the
number of children at schDDI did double.
The Evian agreements themselves granted all
the first demands of the FLN at the start of
the revolution on 1st November 1954.
But Mrs Pickles's book is not a history
of the Algerian revolution. "This is not a
book about Algeria. It is a brief study of
.. its impact on the politics of postwar
France" she begins. This is legitimate; for
she is a commentator on French politics
with five books on the subject to her credit.
Within this framework she does well, with
a study in detail of the personalities, the
pressures and the decision-making in metropolitan France between 1954 and 1962. The
middle section of the book is admirable
with a blow-by-blow account of de Gaulle's
accession to power, his consolidatiDn until
he could turn against the Army who had
put him there, his gradual preparation of
public opinion in his official pronouncements
for his eventual policy, already privately
wDrked Dut three steps ahead. She shows
how his less admirable qualities of autocracy made him eminently suitable for
carrying out an enlightened policy over Algeria (if nothing else!), after the vacillation
of the Fourth Republic. Independence for
Algeria, however, will have its deleterious
effects on France: the return of the reactionary colons and the OAS, and of the
young conscripts who have learnt to accept
torture of prisoners as a normal military
weapon.
WHERE THE BOOK FAILS IS In its "one-sided
objectivity". Like so many commentators on
South Africa, she presents a cool factual
account without any attempt to come to
terms with African (or Arab) nationalism.
With this she is unable to cope, -or to
realise why the French "assimilation" policy could not be "made to work fairly" by
treating Moslem and colon as equal Frenchmen, since this denies the human right to
develop one's own culture, developed from
many sources, no doubt, but in a unique
way. It is impossible to take Moslems (or,
one may add, black Southern Africans)
strain them through a "civilisation test"
and accept only the "Westernised" or the
"responsible moderates". Algerians, Muslim
and colon, were Algerian: they were never
really Frenchmen. So little has she attempted to understand the nationalist viewpoint
that her bibliography does not contain one
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book by an Algerian. As a consequence,
her account of the war episodes, and of the
role of the FLN and its support, i.s biased
towards French sources. Thus she underplays the French airforce attack on the
Tunisian village of Sakhiet, and the routine
torture employed by the French army, and
overstresses FLN terrorism. To be fair, she
does brand the OAS in their true inhuman
colours.
Sometimes she departs even from her
usual coolness. "Social equality" she says
of the post-1945 period, "would rapidly
have bankrupted .the state and led to an
even more spectacular increase in the
Moslem birthrate", and, later, "The European population . . . could legitimately
claim they had made the country out of
nothing" (another phrase was "created order
out of the traditional -chaos."). These ,cliches
sound familiar. They neglect several obvious
facts: that cheap labour' was as vital as
European skills in building the infrastructure of the country, and that the crime of
colonising countries had been in breaking
down the stability of the old societies,
without integrating the colonised sufficiently
to produce a new balance. Health services
may have reduced disease: they have also
produced a racing demography which was
not compensated for by a rise in employment opportunities (nor by education in
birth con trol). Mrs. Pickles is enmeshed
most seriously by her preconceptions, in the
concluding chapter on "Aftermath in Algeria". Perhaps some of this can be blamed
on the closeness of the perspective from
which it was written: the post-revolutionary
months when "lesser political differences"
began to tell \vith the inevitable faction
fighting between Ben Kheda, Ben Bella,
Krim, and Boumedienne, were too fluid to
permit progno'stication. Perhaps order was
not apparent then: she should have allowed
for that fact. Several bogies flit through the
pages: the Congo, -Communism, dictatorship. What she would evidently like to see
is a Houphouet-Boigny-type neo-colonial
relationship with France. The thought of
other countries giving aid is not mentioned:
did she not know of American aid? She
admires Ben Khedda's schemes for agrarian
reform, and two pages later dismisses Ben
Bella's virtually identical schemes as "collectivisation." (This was before the democratic workers councils on the farms had
come int-o being). It would have been better
if she had discussed the future of Algeria
within the framework .of radical reform and
socialism, ba~ed as much on investissement
hUnUline as foreign aid. As for authoritarianism: the FLN has long had a tradition
of collective leadership which makes the
newspaper personalisation of Ben Bella probably a naive approach.
I do not want to leave the impression
that the book is overwhelmingly bad: it
should be read in conjunction with a history
THE

of the struggle, such as that in Penguin by
Edward Behr. But what is needed far more
is the more difficult, but infinitely more
worthwhile study of the personalities within the Algerian liberation movement, and
their power relationship between 1954 and
1962 in the ALN and the Provisional
Government. This, in the context of those
who have won positions of power, is m,ore
likely to point to the future of Algeria. Mrs.
Pickles is not the one to do it: who is?

•

Legal
Metamorphosis
R. N. Nordau
Changing Law In Developing Countries
edited by J. N. D. Anderson (George
Allen and Unwin R3.50)
The N igerian Constitution: History and
Development by O. I. Odumosu (Sweet
and Maxwell and African Universities
Press R5)
THE APPROACH OF SCHOLARS to the law and
the legal institutions of the countries of
Asia and Africa has undergone a definite
metamorphosis in the last few years. Until
recently, the study of these aspects of
societies which have now, for the most part,
become independent, was the preserve of
social anthropologists. Their concern was
with the elaboration of customs and practices-some, but by no means all of them,
legal-in communities which were looked on
as "primitive".
Much of the w-ork done in this field was
of great value, and nearly all of it was done
by pioneers, immensely dedicated to the
discovery of new and as yet unexplored
facets of social structure. They not only
established the nature of the 'new' institutions which they studied, but also explained
their significance within the total framework
of the societies in which they operate. In
doing so, they achieved a number of things:
they helpd to disabuse high-minded moralists of ill-founded objections to a variety of
misunderstood customs; and they provided
a valuable contribution to the study of
jurisprudence by testing "universally applicable" theories which had been developed in
a Western environment against the practices
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